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A b s t r a c t . The first part of the paper deals with characteristics of classroom interaction as a type of 
institutional talk in a conversational analytic perspective. Next, the thesis is discussed concerning 
developing learners’ interactional competence to foster learner discursive independence in argumen
tative discussions in English as a foreign language. Finally, after a short review of dialogic signals, 
the article presents a preliminary analysis of selected dialogic signals: evaluating reformulations and 
piggybacking as the ways of achieving reciprocity in argumentative discussions.

1. Introduction

The article1 presents a thesis concerning the process o f learning dialogic signals 
by advanced Polish learners o f English in argumentative discussions. The main 
focus o f the article is a discussion of the significance o f dialogic signals in de
veloping interactional competence and its most important aspect: the strategic 
control of the interaction. The article gives a preliminary report on the recipient 
design and the use o f dialogic signals by advanced and upper intermediate Pol
ish students of English. The study was conducted within a larger group project 
researching the development o f learner autonomy and, specifically, learners’ 
individual communicative competence (Wilczyńska 2001, 2002).

2. School Interactions and Learners’ Didactic 
and Discursive Dependency

Conversation Analysis treats the foreign language classroom discourse as a 
variety o f institutional talk, which is established by the community o f practice 
or the community created for institutional purposes. The main feature o f such

1 I would like to acknowledge Professor Weronika Wilczyńska for inspiring methodological 
comments on this article.
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institutional talk is its orientation to certain educational aims, to specific types 
o f tasks and identities characteristic of a given institution (Seedhouse 1996:151; 
Silverman 1998:165). School interactions in a foreign language constitute a 
specific institutional type o f the interaction in which:

•  teachers evaluate linguistic forms and patterns o f  interaction produced by a student;
•  language is not only a vehicle but also the object o f  learning;
•  didactic aims, to a large extent, shape the linguistic forms and patterns o f classroom 

interaction;
•  participants o f  the interaction orient to specific institutional aims;
•  specific types o f  inferencing and reasoning take place (Seedhouse 1996:151; Silver

man 1998:166-167).

In the university context, participants o f the interaction appear in specifically 
preordained social and interactional roles, mainly o f a student or a teacher of a 
foreign language. From the conversational analytic perspective, participants of 
the talk-in-interaction construe themselves in those roles when they undertake 
certain verbal actions and interpret the utterances of their coparticipants by re
ferring to commonsensical knowledge of the world and social conduct. They 
participate in classroom talk referring to a specific asymmetrical participation 
framework which curtails their use o f language to a limited set o f actions.

The prevailing pattern of interaction emerging from observations of teacher- 
fronted discussions reveals, on the one hand, deep communicative dependency of 
students on teachers and on the other, the orientation of both teachers and students 
to a certain vision of what a classroom discussion and thus also a foreign language 
class should look like. Reducing its participants to the function of the external and 
determining social context, such formulas of interaction prevent students from de
veloping the interactive and personal use of the language understood as the con
stituent skill in learner’s communicative competence.

Communicative competence, in its individual and personal dimension, 
consists o f knowledge and communicative skills allowing the learner to func
tion in a foreign language in an authentic way that is in accordance with their 
life goals and personality (Wilczyńska 1999). One needs not add that in most 
traditional and teacher-fronted school interactions this individual dimension, as 
opposed to the institutional one, plays rather an insignificant role.

The article will focus on interactional aspects o f communicative compe
tence observed as specific interactive behavior o f learners in the situated context 
o f argumentative discussions in English as a foreign language.

2.1. Superficial versus Deep Interactivity

Researchers have observed that during classroom discussions in a foreign lan
guage, students rely primarily on teachers to direct the discussion by controlling
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its thematic progression, allocating turns of speaking and evaluating ongoing 
students’ discourse.

The pilot study, conducted within the above mentioned research project 
(Prokop 2001), confirms those observations since, in the majority o f classroom 
dialogs in a foreign language, the teacher is the primary sender and addressee of 
talk, while only a relatively small number o f interactions is directed by students 
towards other students. Apart from that, the range of actions undertaken by stu
dents in school interactions in a foreign language is somewhat limited; students 
for example find out new information from their interlocutors using only direct 
questions, the behavior only rarely appearing out o f the classroom context in 
ordinary conversations (Prokop 1995). The formality and artificiality o f class
room communication is connected with its narrow focus on purely informa
tional exchanges while disregarding the expressive function o f the language. 
Students and teachers commonly produce their classroom talk with a great de
gree o f formality, distance and asymmetry due to their unreflective or conserva
tive orientation to educational aims, values and their roles in the educational 
process.

Markee observed that learners act within or refer to an unequal power 
speech exchange system. Teachers in such a system typically ask more display 
questions to which they already know the answer; while referential or new in
formation questions, asked relatively rarely in teacher student exchanges, would 
incite learners to produce syntactically more complex and connected answers. 
Such an exchange system thus creates a very limiting acquisitional environment 
for learners (Markee 2000:64-77). Markee, however, claims such inequality to 
be primarily the feature o f teacher-student interactions. This inequality can be 
explained by a traditional vision o f education which frames the teacher as the 
examiner and transmitter o f knowledge to the student. In contrast, as Markee 
observes, student to student or small group environments automatically create 
an equal exchange system in which those differences or features o f classroom 
talk seem to disappear.

It is true that the change of participation framework to a large extent influ
ences the actions of participants. However, as preliminaiy analysis o f classroom 
interactions reveals (Górecka and Nowicka 2001), the change happens only 
superficially because even in the small group context students often behave as if 
the teacher were present and steering their discussion. In other words, they indi
rectly aim their utterances at the institutional recipient while disregarding the 
“here and now” present interactional partner.

One of the prevailing modes o f the discussion in a foreign language class
room is so-called triadic argumentation during which students either directly or 
indirectly filter  their talk through the teacher for the monitoring of the content 
and/or form of the utterance. The teacher functions as a specific kind of institu
tional evaluator in a type o f examinational discourse, and the student as the
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interviewee, neither fully engaging in expressing personal attitudes towards the 
subject or the interlocutor.

Thus the most striking feature o f such learner talk is its low degree of in
teractivity appearing in the relatively small number of not only dialogic signals 
but also the signals structuring and monitoring the ongoing dialogs. Students, in 
their didactically dependent roles, rely on the teacher to structure or evaluate 
their utterances. In consequence, even though often seemingly oriented to other 
student participants, their dialogs lack interactive orientation and often aim ra
ther at the grammatical correctness and verbal and syntactic sophistication of a 
memorized written discourse.

There exists a specific type of the recipient design in school dialogs; the de
sign allows for student’s discursive dependency and enhances teacher’s domi
nance. The main recipient of such discourse seems to be the examining institu
tional controller, a role to be assumed by the teacher. Since the recipient is more 
virtual and institutional than real and immediate, argumentation assumes the form 
of a series o f loosely connected speeches resembling a peculiar combination of an 
exam and a formal interview. Even during student to student small group discus
sions, student utterances are to some extent marked by the absence of teacher’s 
monitoring or by expecting that constant regulations provided by an outer control
ling agent will combine monologic texts into a coherent dialog. Even though stu
dent to student dialogs sometimes show certain very formal and perfunctory in
teractivity, it becomes apparent that speakers generally fail to take into account 
possible recipient’s reactions. Recipients, on the other hand, often produce only 
veiy few verbal and nonverbal listening signals and as a result of such orientation, 
speakers’ utterances, in extreme cases, hardly ever converge to negotiate a com
mon consensus or aim. The reasons of such situation seem to be:

•  the already mentioned orientation to the stereotypical school roles allowing for the 
low level o f  personal involvement,

•  the absence o f  a consistently and collaboratively realized communicative aim,
•  immature or underdeveloped interactional competence, the unwillingness and/or 

inability to steer the dialog by using interactionally oriented signals and strategies.

As it has already been pointed out, the institutional context to a large extent 
influences learners’ and teachers’ behavior. However, from the ethnometho- 
dological perspective the institutional features o f context such as roles or tasks 
do not determine the type o f talk used by speakers. Participants in the interac
tion actively orient to those roles, aims and tasks by performing only specific 
types o f communicative acts and refraining from performing those which are 
not associated with the established interactive order. As a result of this process, 
even teachers who do not aim to teach derivatively or to dominate classroom 
discussions often get framed in directive roles by their students’ orientation.
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In contrast to more deterministic sociological views o f interaction, conver
sational analytic understanding o f the interaction opens up the space for observ
ing social actions as created locally by its participants.

Interlocutors create their specific teachers’ and students’ roles in the cour
se of verbal exchanges, for example by referring to their interlocutors in certain 
roles. Even though such micro actions in the talk-in-interaction in a native 
language often happen automatically and beyond speaker’s conscious control, 
learners’ focus on their conscious and strategic usage may be the first step to 
improving interactivity o f talk in classroom discussions.

2.2. Interactional Competence and Dialogic Signals

In light o f the above discussed observations, in the framework of the larger aim 
of developing learner autonomy, there emerges an important didactic subgoal of 
developing learner interactional competence in a foreign language. Goodwin 
(1995:202) defines interactional competence as a speaker’s ability to produce 
sentences that receive appropriate listeners’ attention. Repairs prove to be one 
of the basic forms o f the realization o f participants’ interactive orientation be
cause, as Goodwin observes, they demonstrate a speaker’s competence to main
tain the social structure o f the interaction and to orient to it as the appropriate 
participation o f both the speaker and the listener.

Consequently, the interactional competence comes down to a participants’ 
ability to continually modify the meaning of their utterance so as to initiate the 
reciprocal changes of the states o f knowledge proposed for both the speaker and 
the recipient.

Interactional or dialogic signals would thus have an effect o f maintaining a 
complementary distribution o f knowledge between the participants in interac
tion. Interactional utterances can be defined as communication strategies 
(Wilczyńska 1999:81), in particular regulatory strategies, more or less explicit 
actions by which speakers try to influence the course o f the conversation so as 
to improve their understanding o f the co-speaker’s talk. The main role of dia
logic signals is regulating the course of the conversation and maintaining inter
activity geared at the social aim o f sustaining contact and relationship between 
speakers.

In institutional interactions, the concept of interactional competence, while 
preserving certain universal features relevant for conversations, extends to addi
tional skills which become valid for specific institutional interactions including 
argumentative discussions. Since institutional talk constitutes a deviation from 
the primary conversational form, such competence in institutional talk does not 
seem to be self-evident even in the case o f native speakers and has to be con
sciously developed for various institutional genres.
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3. Developing Interactional Competence 
in Argumentative Discussions in English as a Foreign Language

As has been pointed out, institutional classroom talk frequently enhances the 
discursive dependency o f students; therefore in order to increase interactional 
competence, one has to change the constituent factors which determine institu- 
tionality o f talk, namely the participation framework o f classroom discussions 
and the ensuing roles.

3.1. Design of Argumentative Discussions

Interactional competence in argumentation realizes itself in the ability of inter
locutors to co-construe the speech genre o f the argumentative dialog. Argumen
tation by definition is driven by the social and cognitive divergence of opinions 
and attitudes. Thus the main didactic aim becomes designing the discussion as a 
cooperative argumentation oriented towards the coordinated construction of the 
social and cognitive conflict in observable interactive negotiations of roles, 
aims, opinions and attitudes. Consequently, classroom dialogs in the project 
have been designed in such a way so as to incite emotional and intellectual in
volvement and increase in this way the contact and cooperation between the 
speakers. To simulate such a social and cognitive conflict, students assume di
vergent interactional roles o f argumentative opponents and supporters to engage 
in the coordinated regulation o f conflicting opinions and the construction of 
arguments organized around a controversial thesis. In this way, learner interac
tional competence could be evaluated by their ability to simultaneously construe 
such a conflict and maintain interpersonal contact without threatening their own 
or interlocutor’s face.

3.2. Preliminary Analysis of Dialogic Signals and the Recipient Design 
in an Argumentative Discussion in English as a Foreign Language

In argumentative discussions, speakers have to engage in the construction of 
dispreferred parts o f adjacency pairs. The “depth” of their interactional in
volvement appears in their usage of specific dialogic signals and signals struc
turing their utterances to negotiate their interactional consensus both as a 
speaker and a listener, either aligning or arguing with their interactional part
ners.

Participants in ordinaiy conversations or argumentations, in their native as 
well as a foreign language achieve reciprocity of perspectives using certain 
types o f signals which can be divided into various classes in different kinds of
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sequential contexts and taking into account different although mutually inter
connected actions such as pursuing a recipient’s response in disagreements, 
controlling the topic organization and the like.

3.3. Dialogic Signals

Agreeing and affiliating, as well as disagreeing and disaffiliating, constitute two 
main directions o f actions undertaken by participants during such discussions. 
One can distinguish certain genre creating moves functioning as the ways of 
establishing reciprocity in argumentative discussions. Gulisch and Kotschi 
(1995) point out that moves in argumentation manifest participant’s cognitive 
control over the discussion. The presence of certain discursive traces of cogni
tive control or cognitive processing defines discourse as argumentative. How
ever, the cognitive control aspect o f those moves does not suffice to classify 
them as a part o f interactional competence. Speakers can exercise impressive 
cognitive control over their own utterances and still produce disjointed and only 
superficially coherent dialogs. Interactionally oriented cognitive control must be 
based both on immediate interactional processing o f co-debaters’ contributions 
and on predicting their possible responses. Gulisch and Kotschi (1995:30-66) as 
well as Basturkmen (1998) distinguish three main procedures driving oral ar
gumentations:

•  qualifying procedures which evaluate and com ment upon the ongoing dialog. 
They are often defined as metastatements (Basturkmen 1998),

•  treatment procedures such as: reformulations that can be divided into paraphras
tic ones (repetitions and paraphrases) and non-paraphrastic ones (dissociations and 
corrections),

•  grounding: hypothesizing and displaying rationale for talking (Basturkmen 1998).

However, the above mentioned procedures alone do not suffice to construe re
ciprocity; they have to be correlated with an important conversational aspect 
of the argumentation, that is the aspect oriented at maintaining the relationship 
between speakers. The reciprocity design in argumentation has a dualistic na
ture originating from the fact that, as Sacks (1984:21-28) claims, institutional 
genres are secondary with respect to conversations. Thus, in order to create a 
well developed and deeper reciprocity design in argumentations, there is a need 
for participants to combine in their actions two simultaneous directions o f refer
ring to ideas and to personalized interlocutors. Using conversational dialogic 
signals while construing argumentative procedures, speakers manage to main
tain personal contact with the interlocutor and attain deeper intersubjectivity. 
Without this conversational engagement in argumentative discussions, debaters’
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contributions risk disintegration into a collection o f utterances or fossilize in its 
institutional form of conversational and didactic dependency on the institution 
and its representatives.

Conversation Analytic research divides dialogic signals into listener’s or 
recipient’s signals and speaker’s signals appearing in a variety of sequential 
positions. Besides, on the whole, actions can be defined as preferred and dis- 
preferred ones as in agreements and disagreements. Except for cases of self- 
criticism, agreements are usually preferred reactions, while disagreements are 
dispreferred ones and require additional face work mainly realized in delays and 
prefaces expressing indirectness and participant’s treatment o f disagreement as 
a potentially face-threatening action.

4. Construing Reciprocity in Learners’ Argumentative Discussion. 
A Few Examples

4.1. A Review of Dialogic Signals

Researchers analyze verbal dialogic signals as performing two main actions of 
affiliation and disagreement:

Affiliation or acceptance signals

•  siding with the speaker, agreeing in a reaction to the story;
•  turn initial signals o f  weak agreement: hm, uh huh, yeah,
•  upgrades or upgraded evaluations (Pomerantz 1984a:57-102; Schegloff 1984:28-53). 

Disagreement signals

•  Rejection signals, prefaces or presequences to disagreements or weak disagreements: 
uh, well, I  know but, yes but, so appearing usually initially in the turn to delay the re
jection, used to save one’s or interlocutor’s face and minimize conflict (Schegloff 
1984);

•  reportings as indirect rejections o f  speaker’s suggestions, indirect ones such as re
ports realized as avoiding official taking o f  a position (Schegloff 1984);

•  silence, prolonged pauses functioning as other repair initiators (Schegloff 1984);
•  downgrades or downgraded evaluations (Pomerantz 1984a);
•  latching as a cooperation sign;
•  partial repeats as disagreements o f  partner’s utterance (Heritage 1984) also called 

represents (House 1982);
•  partial repeats in the question form did you?-,
• partial repeats in a statement form you did? (Heritage 1984:299-346);
•  pursuing a response;
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•  allowing for successive confirmations or checking the facts or checking whether 
hearer’s disagreem ent stems from the misunderstanding o f  speaker’s referencing 
or from some other source; giving the consequence o f  some event (Pom erantz 
1984b: 152-165);

•  modifying one’s position called a self-qualification (Mori 1999).

Listener’s signals, some examples

•  expressives or exclaims through which em otions are displayed, amusement, ap
proval are expressed such as: oh, laughter, applause (Heritage 1984:299-346; 
House 1982);

•  signals o f  continued attention such as: yes, uh-huh, yeah, I  see, good, applause 
(Heritage 1984:299-346);

•  continuers or go -  ons such as passive mhm or aha with rising intonation or active 
continuers yes, right which avoid or defer treating the former talk as informative, 
well indicating listener’s readiness to take over the speaking turn; yes or mhm as 
passive continuation object when oh would be inappropriate (Pom erantz 
1984b: 152-165; Schegloff 1984:28-53; Heritage 1984:299-346; House 1982);

•  displays o f understanding such as oh + the turn, oh + partial repeats (Heritage 1984);
•  floor holders uh:, eh::m (Jefferson 1984:191 -223);
•  summaries or reviews. These can also appear as speaker’s signals; summary as

sessments implicating the closure o f  the topic (Jefferson 1984:191-223; Schegloff 
1984:28-53);

•  understanding checks -  identifying a problem in the previous turn’s talk by pro
posing a solution to that trouble (Jefferson 1984:191 -223);

•  checks/requests for a repair such as: you really think so?, can you repeat that? 
(House 1982; Button and Casey 1984:167-191);

•  asides giving the information about the side activity let me think (House 1982).

Speaker’s signals

•  clarifiers, checking common knowledge such as: so (Schegloff 1984:28-53; House 
1982);

•  cajolers used to  enhance the harmony between participants in the interaction: /  
think, you know, really, /  mean (House 1982);

•  underscorers em phasizing the discussed matter: see, you see, the problem is, the 
point is, the thing is, the problem is, look (House 1982).

4.2. Reciprocity in Agreements and Disagreements

The discussion analyzed here is one o f the final ones in a series o f similar dis
cussions conducted during the year and aimed at improving learner’s control of 
dialogic signals and practicing argumentation while maintaining engaged recip
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rocity and developing discursive independence. For the purpose o f the debate, 
learners divided themselves into two opposing debate groups arguing for or 
against the existence o f alien life forms. Such discussion design indicated cer
tain preallocation of turn types in a simulation o f the social and cognitive con
flict. The main research questions concerning the effectiveness o f the above 
mentioned technique were the following:

•  How will assuming different social and interactional roles to create the social and cog
nitive conflict influence the interactivity and the recipient design o f  school discussions?

•  How will learners develop control o f the interaction in argumentative discussions while 
construing the social and cognitive conflict? How will their independence develop with 
respect to the construction o f arguments and maintaining contact with interlocutors in 
the specific design o f a social and cognitive conflict?

The interactive roles o f learners during the year gradually evolved into more 
engaged and independent ones. This may have taken place as a result of the 
change o f the participation framework design and thanks to self-reflective tasks 
o f evaluating one’s own and other participants’ moves during classroom discus
sions as well as in the course of a series o f tasks o f the evaluating observations 
o f TV discussions in a native and a foreign language.3

One of the main challenges for learners proved to be developing interac
tive competence, understood as construing disagreements and maintaining con
tact without antagonizing the recipient. Another significant interactive and ar
gumentative skill was maintaining contact with both opponents and supporters; 
speakers realized those roles in various types of interactional moves, the main 
ones being piggybacking and evaluating reformulations.

Piggybacking was selected for the analysis in this paper because it is one 
o f the more important moves by which speakers organize their multiparty dis
cussions. Whereas, using evaluating reformulations, participants control their 
coparticipants’ personal engagement and simultaneously and explicitly show the 
cognitive control o f the ongoing discussion, the moves reserved for teachers in 
more teacher-fronted contexts.

4.2.1. Indirectness as a way of maintaining reciprocity

Recipient oriented mitigating signals in argumentative claims which appear in 
the classroom discussion show speakers’ orientations to both construing argu
ments and maintaining contact with the partner. Another aspect of argumenta-

2

2 The research has been conducted in the Department of Glottodidactics and Translation Stud
ies at the University of Adam Mickiewicz in Poznań in 2000/2001; participants were the third 
year students of this department.

3 The analysis o f learners’ self-evaluation and monitoring techniques is not the main subject 
of this paper and will appear in the report from the group project. See W. Wilczyńska 2001.
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tive discussions is its multiparty character. Because speakers act within a 
multiparty participation framework their actions often have to orient to multiple 
recipients at the same time. Goodwin (1995:198-219) claims that the ability of 
incorporating more than one speaker in the construction o f the speaking turn is 
one of the basic components of interactional competence in one’s native lan
guage. Let us look at this double focus o f speakers’ actions using an extract 
from a classroom discussion.

4.2.2. Piggybacking

The Goodwins claim that piggybacking constitutes a specific kind o f an interac
tional move appearing in multiparty argumentations. It is a type o f an alignment 
structure and social organization that can be invoked within an oppositional 
move. Piggybacking allows a third party to participate in the exchange by in
serting actions in between the two-party exchange. For example, the speaker, 
Chopper in line 2, and Bruce in line 4 perform piggybacking:

Michael: all right who’s on your side Huey
=> Chopper: pick pick four people

Huey: it’s quarter to four and I’m not ready to go yet
=> Bruce: me neither

Huey: I’m not going till four thirty

Michael’s actions create relevance for Huey’s answers while inserted piggy
backing moves are parasitic in nature since their absence wouldn’t disrupt the 
sequence (Goodwin and Goodwin 1990:101-117).

Speakers use piggybacking in multi-party arguments to perform two ac
tions, affiliation and opposition directed at two parties in a conversation at the 
same time or they resort to piggybacking to oppose both speakers and establish 
their independence, as happened in the discussion about UFO’s. All the ana
lyzed extracts below come from a discussion about the existence o f aliens. Prior 
to extract 1, speakers discussed the possibility o f finding evidence for the exis
tence o f aliens. AS, PB and AK belong to the group o f debaters arguing for the 
existence o f aliens while Z and MF oppose them. N stands for a teacher, S for 
an unidentified student and Ss for a group of students.

Extract 1

PB
AS
S

we can just check it(.)in internet =
= check it in internet ehhh
No if you say so(.)as it shows(xxx)(.)
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EZ (it must you know)(...)
PB we are not prepared right now
S Ehhh
Z so::
PB but we've just heard about it(.)and we've read about it(.)and we can assume =
EZ = (really)(.)I've never heard about it(.)
PB Because you don’t =
AK = rea:d(.)[ehhhhh
PB [if you see some like headline like headline like some 

(.)eh:want to know more about it [and then we just(.)find some
S [no:: abducted by aliens you don't read it because you think it‘s 

Some eh(.)insane idea and(.)that's why you don't read it 
(,)but(.)we think that's(..)quite possible that's why we: just 
Eh(.)want to more about[it(.) then we just find some(.)eh

EZ [no we y ‘know(.)tangible(..)evidence([.)facts
S [*hhhh
PB That's [why we become more and more(.)eh (engaged)(hhhh)
EZ [yes:
MF [what you said is(..)uh: sorry(.)
N That’s ok(.)
MF What you said is just aa:h (perfect)insane idea(.)because eh:: 

because the thing you call proof or evidence is in fact(.)just 
Like: insane eh:(..)vision(..)[because then (xxxx)

PB [nO:no: I'm not talking >we're
Not talking out< visions we‘re talking about the photos 
[videotapes and

S [videotapes
PB And they have been(..)checked to/technically eh(.)very well 

proved(.)if they were eh:[fake or not =
EZ [by your
EZ = by your organization(l .0)your‘(.)
PB No but we are not
EZ Ehhhh
MF By your [insane
PB [no we just represent a people who believe in Ufos 

because [there are too many there's too much evidence (...)
AK [we are fa:ns

AS in one turn (46) manages to perform two simultaneous actions at the same 
time. She aligns with PB’s actions by using partial repetition or echoing and at 
the same time she opposes Z softening her utterance by adding laughter at the 
end o f the turn. AS uses less intrusive piggybacking allowing the supported 
party to continue.
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Piggybacking also seems to occur as humorous finishing o f the first party 
turns as it happens in segment (56). Finishing the oppositional statements for 
another seems to be a more intrusive signal that in this case introduces a com
petitive interpretation o f Z ’s actions. Such sequential position, the third party 
intrusion, also allows for greater directness since it appears as only an optional 
possibility that can be reformulated or elaborated on by the first speaker as hap
pens in (57).

Additionally, the inserted third party commentary can be either accepted or 
rejected by the first party, as it happens in the extract 2 below:

Extract 2

MF [xxxxxxx
Gorillas[because they were(.)just made up

S [*ehhhh*
N ♦that's good*(...)
AS and then:(.)they found out out that gorillas exist they are

no:rmal animals
PB hhh:
AS Hhhh and(hhh)this is a fact
PB hehh(..)

but nobody believed in that because nobody were/went there and
saw them(.)

MF and the gorillas didn't get from(..) from you(.)
AS ok and [you know now that the::
PB [but you believe in jesus eh: eh[: or maria or
AS [no: it's not the

case(.)but the universe exists(.)it is a fact and ehhh so:: and
so: the m/arfican(.)forest existed(.)but(.)nobody went there
to: saw if there are(.)gorillas(..)if you understand my point

AK Mmhhhh(.)

Expressive, news receipting piggybacking moves. The first piggybacking move
in the sequence occurs in N ’s (teacher’s) turn in (161) and it starts the whole 
piggybacking sequence; that’s a supportive and expressive move that directly 
evaluates the first party turn; it is directed at both AS and her intended recipi
ents. AS accepts the insertion by making a relatively long pause allowing for 
possible elaboration on the part o f N. Another aligning and expressive piggy
backing is PB’s laughter, which is also acknowledged by AS as she sounds out 
the final components of her turn with laughter. Finally, in line (176), AK pro
duces another piggybacking continuer. Expressive supporters’ signals appear 
quite early in the sequence when the message first appears in the discussion.

Then, even after a series o f AS turns introducing and reformulating the 
new argument, the main recipient of the new argument, MF, failed to respond in 
a complete and understandable form that would be accepted by AS. That is why 
after the second reformulation in line (172) AS overtly rejects PB’s piggyback
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ing contribution and evaluates it as an invalid elaboration. In the same turn she 
explicitly elicits from MF the specific responsive confirmation of understand
ing. Confirmation check is a self-initiated repair move since MF does not pro
vide any verbal listening cues.

4.2.3. Personalized evaluating reformulations

Evaluating reformulations are inextricably bound with processes of social cate
gorization. The evaluating reformulation starts with M F’s (69, 71) in extract 1 
using the personal pronoun you. The use o f this pronoun in evaluations is a 
highly sensitive issue because it directly points to the agency o f actions which 
undergo negative evaluation. Participants realize their reformulations in such a 
direct way that they are often close to evaluating their co-debaters as persons 
themselves. This feature o f reformulations appearing in the context o f Polish 
discussions seems to differ from reformulations realized in a more neutral and 
indirect fashion in an Anglo-Saxon context. However, MF displays an orienta
tion to the dispreference o f her action since she uses delays such as “ah::” and 
pauses as well as modifiers inserted after a pause plus a hesitation marker “eh:” 
such as “in fact (...) eh:: insane.” In fact, she prefaces the potentially pejorative 
adjective “insane” with hesitation markers in both (61) and (73). Thus she 
somehow orients to the sensitive nature of her reformulation and manages to 
decrease the face threatening impact o f her evaluation.

Evaluating reformulations with the use o i you  seem to influence the course 
o f the interaction in a double way. First, they emotionally engage the recipient 
and second they initiate the negotiation of interactional and social statuses. 
They intensify the message offering the alternative and personal interpretation 
o f speaker’s message and consequently they manage to engage the speaker and 
evoke emotional reaction as in (74) where the response latches with the ending 
o f the evaluation. PB takes over the floor, quickly repeating the short negation, 
stretching the sound and speeding up the production of the rest of his utterance. 
At first he uses the personal pronoun 1 indicating greater personal engagement 
and then he quickly switches to more neutral and less risky we. The addressed 
party PB manages to downgrade the categorization by the use o f “just + the 
neutral category definer” referring to himself as a part o f the organization “who 
just represent(s) people who believe in UFO’s.”

In fact, in the evaluating reformulation, participants display an overt orien
tation to the negotiation o f statuses or membership categories. In this case, the 
negative evaluation is realized as defining the other party’s actions as irrational 
and illogical and perhaps also implicitly manipulative. PB uses the repair se
quence offering a different qualification o f his previous actions during which 
unfavorable definition o f personal “insane visions” changes into more socially
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acceptable “evidence” or “photos and videotapes.” PB opposes M F’s trials to 
categorize the opposing team as possibly sectarian and irrational visionaries. He 
aims at negotiating his position as a more rational and socially justifiable one, 
that is why he redefines the object o f the discussion from personal you to we 
and next to they marking the external reference or witnesses who claim to have 
seen UFO’s. As a result o f his and AS’s cooperative actions they manage to re
negotiate the object o f the discussion away from the directly personal reference.

4.2.4. Turn final so and because

Extract 3

MF = no not a person has really seen [this UFO a::nd there are not
AS [but(...)there are many
MF Realistic proofs a:h well in(.)my opinion(.)
AS there are many cases uh: when: eh:(..) many different witnesses

who didn't know each other(.)eh: saw the same thine so:f..)
AK yes(.)

-* MF but this thing is still pretty much unvisible for(.)the rest of 
Pe[ople not to say for the majority(.)

PB [*OK* eh:
AS because(.)ehh(.)(hhhhh)
AP why do you think eh: there/that people are chosen bec/because 

only because(hhh)uh:: for example: uh: uh: we in here sitting 
In here didn’t see it'(.)

Extract 4

MF they don't claim that on on the basis of this proofs and this 
evidences we cannot claim(.)that eh: if you(.)you:(in say so)=

PB =oh: you can claim everything(..) so(...)uh:::
Si Ehfhhhhh
MF [(xxx)sceintific scientific research don't do the subject 

a:hm and for the point o:f view (.)of being a: scientist you 
just eh: cannot say tha:t eh: UFO UFO exist(.)because ehm(.) 
[you dOn't hAve strict proofs and researches=

Generally one can observe in the exerpts above that speakers use turn final so 
and because as a way o f maintaining interactivity by inviting interruptions. Us
ing these signals, speakers aim at a cooperative construction o f arguments, and 
they open up a possibility for the recipient to take a turn. For example, in ex
cerpt 3, AS (96) ends her statement with so and a pause. In doing so she invites 
the recipient to react and signals that she expects collaborative interruption. At 
the same time she manages to mitigate the definite character of her statement
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projecting her utterance as possibly incomplete and open to negotiation. This is 
also a way of mitigating disagreement that often appears in lengthy pauses be
tween debaters’ turns. AS triggers a compatible mitigating action on the part of 
MF (98), who modifies her statement with “pretty much.” This response in turn 
constitutes a self-qualification defined by Mori as a way of gaining recipient’s 
approval.

PB uses turn final so for the same purpose o f mitigating his definite stance 
and allowing for possible reactions realized cooperatively by a recipient. In 
(120) M F’s opening “because uh(.)” is received by AS with a cooperative con
tinuer prompt o f “and why’” realized with a face sensitive rising intonation 
pattern and eliciting M F’s elaboration or justification.

Concluding from those short and preliminary observations, one can say 
that those signals seem to function as opening the Transition Relevance Places 
for second parties and they reveal participants’ orientation to the cooperative 
construction o f arguments.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion one important research constraint has to be acknowledged. 
Namely, the analysis of the development o f interactional competence is limited 
to the specific task o f argumentative discussions organized around a controver
sial thesis. Participants in these discussions were assuming the roles of oppo
nents, supporters or evaluators, that is why the results to a great extent depend 
on this particular task context. As the Conversational Analysis method is used 
for research, the immediate sequential context of participants’ utterances is 
taken into account. In this paper the analysis is limited to a sample from only 
one o f the last discussions in a cycle.

Learners gradually developed the skills necessary for construing the con
versational argumentative genre in polarized argumentative discussions, al
though the results remain individualized to a large extent. The conversational 
aspect o f maintaining contact and modifying one’s own or one’s interlocutors 
moves proved to be realized in piggybacking and evaluating reformulations as 
well as specific turn final appealers so and because, which showed speaker’s 
double orientation to both maintaining contact and mitigating harsh statements. 
Using evaluating reformulations, participants managed to evoke personal in
volvement o f their co-debaters in order to enhance the social and cognitive con
flict.

Generally, one can observe that, learners coped without the teacher and 
took over the moves traditionally assigned to teachers in classroom discourse. 
The moves discussed here were steering the discussion by evaluating and re
formulating one’s own and one’s interlocutors utterances. The interactive roles
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of institutionally dependent learners evolved into the roles o f more independent 
participants actively directing the discussion and orienting to the presence of 
personalized interlocutors. Mitigating ones utterances and engagement moves 
(evaluating reformulations) showed participants’ increasing orientation to the 
presence of personalized recipients as opposed to a merely institutional one as 
was the case at the outset o f the present study.

Summing up, one can observe that a significant component of developing 
interactional competence and learner independence in argumentation seems to 
be the skillful construction o f the social and cognitive conflict realized in spe
cific moves and signals, some of which were analyzed in this paper. The main 
factor stimulating the construction o f such conflict and increasing learner inde
pendence appears to be the participation framework of polarized argumentative 
discussion combined with the conscious change o f social and interactional roles 
by learners from passive and distanced ones to socially and emotionally en
gaged ones.

Transcription symbols used in this paper4

Symbol Meaning

(.) indicates a micropause, a pause in talk of less than one tenth of a second
= indicates “latching” between utterances
[ indicates the onset of overlap

::: colons indicate the extension or stretching of sounds
.hh a dot before an ‘h’ indicates speaker in-breath
H speaker outbreath or laughter
(h) indicates insertion of a laughter particle into a word during its production

Heh Laughter
(1.0) indicates the length of pauses in talk (in seconds)

( )  empty round brackets indicate the presence of an unclear fragment on the 
tape

(guess) the words within a single bracket indicate the transcriber’s best guess at 
an unclear utterance

A underlined fragments indicate speaker emphasis
CAPITALS capitals indicate increased volume relative to surrounding talk

* * an asterix indicates decreased volume relative to the surrounding talk
‘ an apostrophe indicates a marked rising intonation
, a coma indicates a marked falling intonation

> < more than” and “less than” signs indicate that the talk they encompass 
was produced noticeably quicker than the surrounding talk

4 Adapted from Smith 2000.
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PB
N
S

indicates speaker’s initials 
letter n indicates a teacher 
letter s indicates unidentified speaker
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